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The capture cross sections of two or more electrons by multicharged ions of light elements 
in helium, nitrogen, argon and krypton have been measured for velocities from 2.6 x 108 to 
12 x 108 em/sec. In most cases, the electron capture probability is determined by the mag
nitude of the ionization potential of the resulting ions and depends weakly on the number of 
captured electrons. It is shown that the simultaneous capture of several electrons in a beam 
of particles with an equilibrium charge distribution is the chief mode of formation of low 
charge ions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN the collision of multicharged ions with atomic 
matter, the simultaneous capture of several elec
trons can take place in addition to the capture of 
a single electron by the ion. As a consequence of 
the great change in the charge of the ion in such 
collisions, the latter can have a significant effect 
on the charge composition of a beam of ions pass
ing through the material. 

However, the actual role of these phenomena, 
especially for ionic velocities close to those of 
the orbital electrons, has been insufficiently dis
cussed. The cross sections for capture of several 
electrons by multicharged ions of Ne, Ar, and Kr 
are known for ionic velocities v < 108 em/sec. [i- 31 

For higher velocities, there are data on capture 
cross sections of two electrons by He ions [4J and 
estimates of the cross sections for N ions. [5J 

Theoretical calculations of the cross sections for 
capture of two electrons by He ions in helium 
have been carried out. [SJ 

In the present research, results are given of 
an experimental study of the capture cross sec
tions of several electrons by multicharged ions 
of He, Li, B and N for velocities from ( 2.6-4) 
x 108 to 12 x 108 em/sec, by Ne ions for v 
= (2.6-6) x 108 em/sec, by P and Ar ions for 
v = 2.6 x 108 and 4.1 x 108 em/sec, and by Na, Mg, 
Al and Kr ions for v = 2.6 x 108 em/sec. The 
measurements were carried out in helium, nitro
gen, argon and krypton. The two-electron capture 
cross sections ai,i- 2 were determined for all the 
ions. Values of the three-electron capture cross 
sections of ai,i- 3 were obtained for B, N, P, and 
Ar ions. An estimate of the simultaneous capture 

of four electrons, not previously observed, was ob
tained for N ions. The capture of more than two 
electrons was not observed in the passage of the 
ions through helium, as was to be expected. 

The method for determining the cross sections 
and the experimental setup were described in a 
previous paper. [7J In the determination of the cap
ture cross sections of several electrons, statis
tical errors were the most important, and also 
those errors produced by the small background 
of random pulses. In most cases, the total error 
did not exceed 15- 20 percent for ai,i-2 and 20 
-30 percent for ai,i-3• The values of ai,i-4 were 
determined with an accuracy ~ 50 percent. 

The resultant cross sections refer to cases of 
capture of electrons accompanied by scattering 
of the ions through an angle () which did not exceed 
0.005 radian on the average. For scattering at 
larger angles, a much smaller part of the scattered 
ions were incident on the recording system than in 
the case () < 0.005. In this case, the ratio of the 
number of recorded ions to the total number of 
ions scattered through an angle () was proportional 
to the geometrical factor S ( ()) = 1 - 50 () for 0 :s () 
:s 0.0036, and S (e) "" exp ( 0.9-300 e) for e 
> 0.0036. In particular, for e = 0.003, 0.005, and 
0. 010, the relative fraction of recorded particles 
S ( ()) was equal to 85, 53 and 13 percent, respec
tively. The number of recorded ions with scatter
ing angle () ~ 0.008, which are produced princi
pally by entrance into the counter close to the 
edges of the input window, was small and did not 
exceed the background of random pulses. This 
means that, in comparison with the cross sections 
obtained, the part of the capture cross section of 
the electrons associated with the scattering of the 
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FIG. 1. Cross sections for capture of several electrons in different gases as a function of the velocity v and the energy per 
nucleon of the ion, E/A, for the ions He (A), Li (X), B (•, D), N (e, 0) and Ne (+).The blackened points correspond to the 
cross section ai,i- 2, the clear ones to ai,i-3, X to ai,i- 4 for the N ion. The numbers on the points and curves denote the 
initial charge of the ions, i; T is the value of a 20 for helium ions from,' G. R. is the theoretical curve of Gerasimenko and 
Rozentsveig. 6 The measurement errors are shown only if they exceed 20 per cent. 
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ions by an angle of e ~ 0.008 is usually small and 
does not exceed the range of random error. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results of measurements of capture cross 
sections of several electrons (referred to a 
single atom) have been plotted in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 

As is seen from Fig. 1, the two-electron cap
ture cross sections Ui i-2 decrease with increase 
in speed of the ions, while for a given gas the de
pendence of O"i i-2 on v is approximately the same 
for all ions. For increase in velocity, the capture 
cross sections of two electrons decrease more 
rapidly than the single-electron capture cross 
section O"i i-1.C7J An especially large difference 
is observe'd in the dependence of ui,i-2 and ui,i-1 
on v for v"' ( 6- 8) x 108 em/sec in helium: 

-dlog cr,,-_1/dlog v =5-6, -dlog cru_2/dlog v = 8-14. 

With increase in the ionic charge i, the two
electron capture cross sections increase mono
tonically, approximately as im, while the index 
m is approximately 1.5 times larger than the cor
responding exponent for the single-electron capture 
cross section. With change in charge of the nucleus 
of the ions Z, the two-electron capture cross sec
tion Ui i-2, as well as the single-electron capture 
cross ~ection Ui,i-1, do not change monotonically 
(Fig. 2). The dependence of the cross section 
O"i i- 2 on the medium (Fig. 3) is qualitatively simi
la~ to the corresponding dependence of ui,i-1· 

From the experimental data which are given in 
the present work and elsewhere, [1J one can deter-
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FIG. 2. Dependence of a i, i-2 on the charge of the ion 
nucleus Z for v = 2.6 x 10" em/sec; a - in helium C•) and 
nitrogen (o ); b - in krypton (e) and argon (o ). For P and 
Ar ions (Z = 15 and 18), the values of ai,i- 3 are also shown 
(6 and A). The values of i are given at the points and curves. 

FIG. 3. Capture cross sections of 
two electrons by ions of phosphorus 
( •) and nitrogen ( 0) in gases with 
atomic number Zc for v = 4.1 x 108 

em/sec. The values of ai,i- 3 (6) are 
also given for argon ions. The initial 
charge of the ions is shown on the 
curves. 
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mine the ratio of the two-electron capture cross 
sections to the single-electron capture cross sec
tion, 1Ji,i-2 = Ui,i-2/ui,i-1. Typical values of 1Ji,i-2 
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In all cases, 1Ji,i-2 < 1. 
The largest values of 1Ji,i-2 "' 0.2 were obtained 
for N, P, Ar, and Kr ions with i = 4-6, and the 
smallest values, 1Ji i-2 "' 0.01, for doubly charged 
ions of He, Li, B, Ne, Na, and Mg. For ions of a 
given element the values of 1Ji,i-2 increase along 
with increase of i; however, for large values of 
17i,i-2 "' 0.2, the dependence of 1Ji,i-2 on i weakens 
and the 1Ji i-2 become practically constant. With 
increase i~ the velocity, the values of 1Ji,i-2 de
crease (Fig. 5). 

The values of 1Ji i-2 depend weakly on the me
dium (Fig. 4) and o~ly in helium at v :::: 8 x 108 

em/sec are they much less than in the other gases: 
for all ions, 1Ji,i-2 < 0.01. 
1 Like the one- and two-electron capture cross 
sections, the values of 1Ji i-2 depend strongly on 

' Z. The dependence of 1Ji,i-2 on i and Z can usu-
ally be reduced to a dependence of this quantity on 
I - the binding energy of the electron in the ground 
state of an ion with charge i- 2 (Fig. 4). Excep
tions are the ratios 1Ji i-2 for neon ions with vari
ous charges i and for 'the ions Na +.3 and Ar+ 2, 

which are shown to be much smaller than for the 
other ions. As is seen from Fig. 4, at v = 2.6 
x 108 em/ sec, the values of 1Ji,i-2 are identical in 
the case of capture of electrons by the L and M shells, 
while for v = 4.1 x 108 em/sec, they differ by not 
more than a factor of two. For ions with i = Z 
at v:::: 4 x 108 em/sec, the values of 1Ji i-2 are ap-, 
proximately one-half those for the capture of L 
electrons. 

The three-electron capture cross sections 
Ui i- 3, as the experimental results for ions of B, 
N.' and Ar show, are changed more stronglywitha 
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FIG. 4. Values of 7Ji,i- 2 = ai,i- 2/ai,i- 1 for 
different ions in nitrogen (e), argon(+) and 
krypton (o) as a function of the binding energy I 
of the electron in the ground state of the ion that 
is formed; a - for v = 2.6 x 10" em/sec, b - for 
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v = 4.1 x 108 em/sec. The arrows indicate the 
maximum value of the binding energy of the elec
tron (for Ne and Na ions) for its capture by the 
M shell. The dashed lines correspond to a de
pendence of the :forml'h(/L=mass of the electron). 
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change of i than the two-electron capture cross 
sections. Therefore, for increase of i, the ratio 
of the three-electron capture cross section to the 
two-electron capture cross sections ( 7Ji,i -3 

b 

= Ui,i-3/ai,i-2) increases, as does 7Ji,i-2. More
over, for all ions for which the three-electron 
capture cross sections have been determined, the 
values of 7Ji,i-3 = Ui,i-3/ai,i-2 coincide, within the 
limits of experimental error, with the values of 
7Ji-1,i-3 = Ui-t,i-3/Ui-t,i-2 for ions of the same 
element with initial charge smaller by one. For 
N ions in nitrogen, this coincidence is shown in 
Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 5. Values of 7Ji,i- 2 
= ai,i-/ai,i-1 (blackened points) and 

7)i+1,i-1 = ai+1,i-2/ai+1,i-1 (clear 
points) as a function of i for N ions 
in nitrogen at the velocities: o, • - 2.6 
X 108; &, 6.- 4.1 X 108; T, \}- 5.7 
X 108; e, 0 - 8.0 X 108; +, <)- 10.7 
X 108 em/SeC. 

In a similar way, the four-electron capture 
cross sections ai i-4 give values of 1Ji i-4 = ai i-d 
Ui,i- 3 close to 7Ji~ 1,i- 4 = Ui- 1 ,i- 4 /ai-1,i~ 3 . Thu~ for 
ions of a given element, 7Ji,i-2 ~ 7Ji+ 1,i-2 ~ 7Ji+2,i-2 
or ai,i-2/ai,i-1 ~ Ui+1,i-2/ai+1,i-1 ~ Ui+2,i-2/ai+2,i-t; 
that is, the ratio of the cross sections for the cap
ture of s and s- 1 electrons, 7Ji,i-s• is determined 
by the value of the charge of the ions formed, i - s 
and i + 1- s, and for fixed value of the latter does 
not depend on s. 

If we compare the cross section for the capture of 
different numbers of electrons, leading to the for
mation of ions with the same final charge k, then 
it is shown that the cross sections O'k+s k decrease 
with increase in the number of captured' electrons, 
while the ratio of the cross sections Uk+s+1,k1Uk+s,k 
does not exceed 0.5. For approximate estimates, 
one can assume that Uk+s,k ...., exp (-as) with an 
exponent a...., 1-3. 

I, ev 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Experimental data which can be directly com
pared with the results of the present research ex
ist only for ions of He in helium and air at v < 5 
x 108 em/ sec in the work of Allison. £41 For v 
= 4 x 108 em/sec, the value of a20 in helium which 
we obtained is the same as the result of Allison, 
while the value of a 20 in nitrogen is 25 percent 
smaller than a 20 in air, i.e., the difference lies 
within the limits of experimental error. For v 
= 4.7 x 108 em/sec, the values of a20 of Allison[4l 
are evidently too high, since the experimental data 
of the present work and theoretical calculations [Sl 

demonstrate the rather rapid drop in the cross sec
tion a20 with increase in the speed of the ions. Ex
perimental data on two-elsctron capture cross 
sections of nitrogen ions, which we obtained ear
lier, [5l are in agreement with the results of the 
present research. The values of a 20 for He ions 
in helium, computed in the Born approximation by 
Gerasimenko and Rozentsve1g, [Sl are approximately 
twice as large as the experimental; the dependence 
of the computed cross sections on v is close to the 
experimental dependence. The speed of the ions in 
our cases is still not so large that one can expect 
better agreement with experiment from calcula
tions in the Born approximation. 

According to representations of the capture of 
electrons formulated in a general form by Bohr[8l 

and developed in application to multicharged ions 
in the researches of our group,£7• 91 the single
electron capture cross section ai,i-1 can be rep
resented in the form of a product a{nfi i-1, where 
ai is the collision cross section of an ion possess
ing a charge i with an electron of an atom of the 
medium, with a transfer to the latter of an energy 
of the order of JJ.V2/2 ( J1. is the mass of the elec
tron); n is the number of electrons in an atom of 
the medium which effectively take part in the cap
ture; fi,i- 1 is the capture probability of the elec
tron after the collision mentioned, as a result of 
which an ion is formed with charge i - 1. 
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Applying a similar consideration to the phenom
ena of capture of several electrons, we can write 

ai.i-2 = a;nfi.i-lwz.fi.t-z, 

cr,.i-3 = cr;nf,.i-lw2fi.i-2w3fi.i-3 etc. 

where w2 and w3 are the collision probabilities 
of an ion with the second and third electrons of the 
atom of the medium, in the presence of a collision 
with one and two electrons, respectively; fi,i- 2 
and fi,i-a are the capture probabilities of the sec
ond and third electrons with the formation of ions 
possessing charges of i- 2 and i- 3, respectively. 
It is then seen that in comparison with the s-elec
tron capture cross section, ai,i-s• the ratio of the 
s- and ( s -1 )-electron capture cross sections, 
1'/i,i-s = ai,i-s /ai,i+1-S• is a much simpler quan
tity, equal to Wsfi,i-s• while the quantities Ws 
must by their physical meaning be determined by 
the properties of the atoms of the medium, and the 
quantities fi,i-s should be functions of the ionic 
parameters. 

In correspondence with what has been pointed 
out above, the experimentally observed dependence 
of the ratio ai,i-2 on I should be due to the depend
ence of the quantity fi,i- 2 on I. The decisive in
fluence of the electron binding energy I on the 
capture probability f, established in the present 
research, is seen to be in full correspondence 
with the electron-capture probability estimated 
by a statistical method suggested by Bohr. r8l The 
general experimental dependence of 1'/i,i-2 on I 
for most ions is close to the dependence of f on I, 
which was suggested by one of us, [91 according to 
which f ~ ( 21/ J.tV2 )31 2 for I < J.tv2/2 and f"" 1 for 
I > J.tv2/2. The difference is that the actual transi
tion to constant values 1'/i,i-2, at least for v ""3 
x 108 em/sec, takes place at values of I somewhat 
larger than w 2/2 (Fig. 4). As experimental re
sults show, there also exists a certain dependence 
of the quantity fi i-2 on the number of the shell 
being filled (Fig.' 4b). 

The presence of a decisive influence of the bind
ing energy of the electron in the ground state of the 
ion that is formed on the probability of capture 
fi i-2 indicates that for I < J.tV2/2 the capture of 

' electrons takes place predominantly into the ground 
state or in a state close to it with the smallest possible 
values of the principal quantum number and with a 
binding energy close to I, since the binding energy 
of the electron captured from the next shell de
pends essentially on the charge of the ion i, and 
is weakly associated with the value of I. The 
weakening of the dependence of the ratio 71i i-2 
on I for 1 .<:. J.tv2/2 can be considered as pr~of of 
the growth of the role of electron capture in highly 

excited states. Inasmuch as the velocity of the 
captured electrons relative to the ion is on the 
order of v, then for I .<:. J.tv2/2 the electrons should 
be captured principally in states with binding en
ergy "" J.tV 2. 

As can be seen from Fig. 4, in the case of cap
ture of different (in order of enumeration) L or 
M electrons, the values of 71i,i-2 for the same I 
are practically identical. This means that the 
probability of capture of the second electron fi,i- 2 
does not depend on the number of electrons in the 
outer shell of the ion. Only in the capture of the 
last (eighth) M electron ( 71 20 for Ar +2 ions) and 
in the capture of the seventh and eighth L electrons 
(1'/ii-2 for the ions Ne+ 2,+3 and Na+ 3 ) does ade
cr~ase in the probability of capture fi,i- 2 take place, 
which can explain the filling of the shell. A similar 
decrease of fi,i- 2 obviously takes place also in the 
capture of K electrons, as a result of which the 
values of 1'/i i-2 for the ions He +2, Li +3 and B +5 

' are shown to be one half the size of 1'/i,i-2 corre-
sponding to capture of L electrons. 

Similarly, small values of 1'/i i-2 for the ions 
Ne + 5• +S, + 7 cannot be explained b~ a decrease in the 
probability of electron capture as a consequence of 
the filling of the L shell, since a decrease in the 
values of 71i,i- 2 is not observed for nitrogen ions 
with the same number of electrons. Decrease in 
the probability of capture in these cases can be 
brought about by the small dimensions of the re
gion occupied by the L electrons in the neon ions. 
In the case of a sharp decrease in the capture 
probability of electrons in the L shell, the elec
trons should be captured principally in the follow
ing M shell. If the experimental values of 71i,i-2 
for neon ions refer to the maximum binding energy 
of the electron in the M shell, then they are shown 
to be on the general curve of the dependence of 
1Ji,i- 2 on I for other ions which capture electrons 
in the M shell (Fig. 4). This gives us a basis for 
assuming that the neon ions capture the second 
electron in the M shell. 

In consideration of the values of 1'/i,i-2, atten
tion is called to the sharp decrease in the values 
of 1'/i,i-2 in helium for v > 6 x 108 em/sec, as a 
result of which (for v .<:. 8 x 108 em/ sec) the val
ues of 1Ji,i-2 for arbitrary ions in helium become 
much less than in other gases. The atoms of he
lium differ from the atoms of other gases used in 
that electrons with orbital velocities of the order 
of 109 em/sec are lacking. In this connection, the 
observed decrease in the probability of capture of 
electrons in helium at v > 6 x 108 em/sec can be 
regarded as a direct verification of the general 
results of theoretical calculations carried out in 
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the Born approximation [tO, 111 and the corresponding 
qualitative considerations of Bohr, C8l according to 
which the probability of electron capture reaches 
a large value only in those cases when the orbital 
velocity of the captured atomic electron is close 
to the velocity of the ion. It then follows that in 
all cases (except for capture of electrons in he
lium at v ~. 8 x 108 em/sec) we are dealing with 
the capture of electrons with orbital velocity close 
to the velocity of the ion. Inasmuch as the veloci
ties of the electrons found in the different shells 
differ widely, then one can establish the result that 
the electrons are almost always captured from one 
definite shell of the atoms of the medium for a 
given velocity of the ions. This conclusion is also 
supported by the coincidence of the ratios of one
electron capture cross sections in different gases 
with the ratios of the number of electrons in the 
corresponding shells of the atoms of these gases. C7l 

As the resultant experimental data show, in the 
presence in the atoms of the medium of electrons 
with orbital velocities close to the velocity of the 
ions v, the values of 17i,i-2 = w2fi,i- 2 depend weakly 
on the atomic number of the medium Zm. It then 
follows that the probability w2 of collision of the 
ion with the second electron is approximately the 
same in all the gases used. 

One can determine the value of w2 from the 
values of 17i,i-2 for those ions for which 17i,i-2 
does not depend on I, when one can assume that 
fi,i- 2 :;:e 1. In such estimates, w2 ~ 0.1- 0.2. One 
can then draw the conclusion that in such a colli
sion of the ion with one of the atomic electrons, 
which is necessary for capturing the latter, a simi
lar collision with another electron takes place only 
in the case in which the distance R between the 
two electrons is not very large. The size of the 
distance R can be estimated from the relation 
w2 ~ (o/s) 1rR3p, where p is the mean density of 
the electrons remaining after removal of the first 
electron in the shell of the atom of the medium 
from which capture takes place. If one assumes 
that the eleetrons are captured from the outer 
shell of the atoms at low ion velocities, and from 
the next shell when v ~ 109 em/sec, then it is 
shown that In the first case R ~ ( 0.5- 0. 7) a 0, 

and in the second, R ~ 0.15 a 0, where a 0 = 0.53 
x 10-8 em. These values of R amount to between 
0.5 and 1.0 of the mean radius of the electron shell 
from which the electrons are captured. 

Inasmuch as the experimental data obtained for 
different ions of the same element yield 17i,i-2 
:;:e 17i+t,i-2 :;:e 17i+2,i_2, one can assume that w2 :;:e w3 

:;:e w4 and fi,i- 2 ~ fi+t,i- 2 ~ fi+ 2,i-2• The equality 
of values of f means that the probability of elec-

tron capture depends only on the charge of the ion 
formed, and does not depend on the number of cap
tured electrons or the initial charge. The latter is 
quite natural, since the interaction between the 
electrons is weaker than their interaction with the 
field of the atom and the ion, and therefore the 
electrons can be regarded as noninteracting with 
one another in the capture process. 

In this connection, it should be expected that 
the probability of capture of the first electron 
fi-t,i- 2 must also enter into the equation for f. 
If we assume that fi,i-1 = fi+1,i-1 = 17i+1,i-tlw2, 
then the total collision cross section of the ion 
with electrons of the atom of the medium nui 
= <Ti i-tlfi i-1 can be determined from the experi
men'tal val'ues of <Ti i-1 (Fig. 6). If the ion in the 

' collision of ion with electron were to act as a 
point charge of value i, then nui would be pro
portional to i 2. Actually, for all ions except the 
ions of Ne, the values of nui increase very slowly 
with increase of i. This means that the principal 
change in the momentum of the electron takes 
place at such small distances from the nucleus 
of the ion that the effective charge of the ion i * 
acting on the electron is larger than the charge 
of the ion i, and therefore depends weakly on i. 

, wai,i-1 al+-l,i 
FIG. 6. Values of nai = a• i /fi ·_ 1 = --ca=-------

1' - ' 1 i+Li-1 

as a function of i for N ions (e, 0), Ne ions(+, <>), P ions 
(D, •) and Ar ions (.A., 6.) in nitrogen. The scale at the left 
and the blackened points correspond to v = 4.1 x 108 cm/sec, 
the scale at the right and the clear points correspond to 
v = 5.6 x 108 em/sec; w = 0.2. 

This conclusion is also substantiated by the fact 
that nui ~ 7rRf, where ~ is the radius of the outer 
electron shell of the ion. The difference in values 
of nui for ions of different elements, excluding the 
ions of Ne, and also the values of Ri of these ions, 
can be found qualitatively from the differences in 
the values of i *· Thus the assumption that fi,i- 1 
= fi+t,i- 1 for most ions does not contradict experi
mental data and is acceptable. 

For the ions of Ne, for which the probability of 
capture of a second electron is anomalously small, 
and corresponds to its capture by the M shell 
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(Fig. 4), the values of nai calculated under the as
sumption that fi i-1 = fi+ 1 i-1 are several times 
larger than thos~ for the ~ther ions (Fig. 6). There
fore, if this assumption is made, then it is neces
sary to assume that the effective charge for Ne 
ions is at least 1.5 times larger than for N ions. 
The latter can take place at distances from the 
nucleus less than~ 0.6a0,[12J while nai ~ 10a5. 

Thus the assumption that the capture probabil
ity of the first electron for neon ions, fi i-1, is 
close to the capture probability of the se'cond elec
tron, fi+ 1,i_1, leads to contradictions. If we now 
assume that fi,i- 1is larger than fi+ 1,i_1, and is 
identical with the capture probability of the L 
electron for other ions with the same values of 
I, then the values of nai are shown to be approxi
mately as for N ions, and no difficulties arise in 
their interpretation. It then follows that the sig
nificant decrease in the electron capture probabil
ity because of the small dimensions of Ne ions 
takes place only in the capture of two (or more) 
electrons. 

This phenomenon becomes understandable if 
we take it into account that for v ~ ( 3- 5) x 108 

em/sec, the capture of several electrons usually 
takes place from a region with dimensions ( 0.5 
- 0. 7) a 0 in a state with mean radius of the elec
tron orbit greater than this quantity. However, 
with Ne ions, the radius of the L shell is known 
to be less than this value. Therefore, the elec
t:r.-ons of the atom of the medium located at a dis
tance of ( 0.5- 0. 7) a 0 from the first captured 
electron cannot be trapped in this shell; capture 
of several electrons in the L shell of Ne ions 
will take place from a smaller. region than usual 
and the probability of capture of several electrons 
will be diminished. The probability of capture of 
the first electron is not associated with the dimen
sions of this region and therefore should not be 
diminished. 

In contrast with the capture of electrons for 
v < 108 em/ sec, [1-3J a definite connection between 
the cross sections and the resonance defect ~E 
was not observed in the region studied by us ( ~E 
is the change in binding energy of the electron in 
its transition from the atom of the medium to the 
ion). The resonance charge-exchange cross sec
tions corresponding to ~E = 0 ( a20 for He ions 
in helium and Ar ions in argon) are not at all 
distinguished from the remaining cases of electron 
capture. At the same time, it is interesting to note 
that a change in velocity by one order of magnitude 
(from 2-5 to 26 x 107 em/sec) cause the ratios 
of the cross sections for nonresonance capture of 
electrons by ions of Ne, Ar and Kr ( a20 and a 31 

in krypton) to be changed by no more than a fac
tor of two. The dependence of the cross section 
on the medium is also little changed ( a20 for Ne 
ions in helium, argon and krypton, a 31 for Kr ions 
in nitrogen and argon). The latter means that the 
behavior of the number of electrons effectively 
participating in the capture in atoms of the media 
under consideration and in the velocity range from 
~ 0.3 x 108 to ~ 4 x 108 em/sec changes very slowly. 
Since the cross sections for electron capture de
crease with increase in velocity for v > 2.6 x 108 

em/sec, while they increase for v ~ 5 x 107 em/sec 
in a majority of cases of nonresonance capture, a 
maximum cross section should be observed in the 
unstudied range of velocities between the values 
mentioned. 

The given results make it possible to clarify 
the relative role of capture of a different number 
of electrons in the formation of charged groups of 
an equilibrium charge distribution which is estab
lished in the ion beam as a result of multiple .col
lisions of ions and atoms of the material. Inasmuch 
as the capture cross sections of several electrons 
are much less than the cross sections of capture of 
a single electron, they do not show any significant 
effect on the distribution of ions among the most 
intense charge groups. However, the relative num
ber of ions comprising low intensity groups, with 
~harge i several units less than the mean charge 
i, should be determined by the cross sections of 
capture of several electrons. 

Actually, the number of ions of charge i formed 
from ions with charge j is proportional to the quan
tity clljaji• where cllj is the relative number of ions 
with charge j_ in the equilibrium distribution. If i 
differs from i by not more than 2-3, then the 
values of cllj, as established in_ our earlier work, C13J 

are proportional to exp [- (j- i )2/2a2 ]. The cross 
sections aji• as shown in Sec. 2, are approximately 
proportional to exp [- ( j - i) I a]. It then follows that 

cJ.>pii ~ exp [- (j- io) 2/2a2 ], 

where i 0 = i - a 2a. Since j ::::: i + 1, then the value 
of clljaji for i =::-:: i 0 + 1 takes on a maximum value 
for j = i + 1, while for i ~ i 0 - 2, it does so for 
j ~ i0• The latter means that ions with charges 
i ~ i 0 - 2 are formed principally from ions with 
charge j ~ i 0 as the result of simultaneous cap
ture of several electrons; in this case clli 
~ <lli 0ai 0,i /ai,i+1· 

For i < i 0 - 2 significant deviations from the 
Gaussian distribution should exist in the equilib
rium distribution of ions. This Gaussian distribu
tion holds in the region of values of i where the 
capture and loss of several electrons have little 
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effect on the equilibrium distribution of the charges 
and <I>i ~ <I>i+tO"i +t,i /ui,i+t· For i < i 0 - 2 we have 
<I>i 00"i 0,i > <I>i+tO"i+t,i; therefore, the values of <I>i 
should be larger than the values given by the 
Gaussian formula. In most cases a ~ 1- 3 and 
u2 ~ 0.5- 1. Therefore, u2a is of the order of 
several units. For example, for N ions and v 
~ 8 x 108 em/sec, the value of a ~ 2- 2.5, u2 

~ 0.6, i ~ 4, so that i 0 ~ 2.5; it then follows that 
the particles with i = 0 should be formed princi
pally from doubly and triply charged ions as the 
result of simultaneous capture of two or three 
electrons. 
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